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A Traitor Traceable Conference System with Dynamic

Sender

Goichiro HANAOKA†∗a), Junji SHIKATA†, Nonmembers, Yuliang ZHENG††,
and Hideki IMAI†, Regular Members

SUMMARY This paper addresses the problem of designing
an unconditionally secure conference system that fulfills the re-
quirements of both traceability and dynamic sender. In a so-
called conference system, a common key is shared among all au-
thorized users, and messages are encrypted using the shared key.
It is known that a straightforward implementation of such a sys-
tem may present a number of security weaknesses. Our particu-
lar concern lies in the possibility that unauthorized users may be
able to acquire the shared key by illegal means, say from one or
more authorized but dishonest users (called traitors). An unau-
thorized user who has successfully obtained the shared key can
now decrypt scrambled messages without leaving any evidence
on who the traitors were. To solve this problem, in this paper we
propose a conference system that admits dynamic sender trace-
ability. The new solution can detect traitors, even if the sender
of a message is dynamically determined after a shared key is dis-
tributed to authorized users. We also prove that this scheme is
unconditionally secure.
key words: traitor traceable scheme, authentication scheme,

dynamic sender, unconditional security

1. Introduction

1.1 Background

We address a new type of conference systems which can
be proved to be unconditionally secure. In a generic
conference system, if an authorized user wishes to send
a message in a confidential way to other authorized
users within the group, a common conference key must
be shared in advance. The shared key will thenceforth
enable the sender to encrypt the message using a sym-
metric key encryption algorithm. The resultant cipher-
text will then be broadcast to other authorized users
who can decrypt the message with ease by the use of
the shared key. This simple setting, however, may give
rise to a serious problem: what if an authorized user
exposes, incidentally or deliberately, the secret-key, re-
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sulting in the key being passed over to an unauthorized
user? We will not be able to specify then, which one of
the authorized users’ shoulder the key has slipped away
from by just looking at the already-exposed key. This
is due to the fact that the exposed key, or the shared
key has been shared among all the authorized users and
hence the copies of the key in the users’ hands are all
indistinguishable.

One answer to the above problem is to use a traitor
tracing scheme which has a property called traceabil-
ity. The concept of traceability was originally intro-
duced by Chor, Fiat and Naor [2] in 1994, and has
been studied intensively in the literatures [1], [6]–[8],
[14], [15]. To understand traceability, suppose there are
n users T, U1, U2, . . . , Un−1, where T is the designated
sender, and all others U1, U2, . . . , Un−1 are receivers.
The sender T has a secret encryption key eT and re-
ceivers U1, U2, . . . , Un−1 possess in a secure way the
matching decryption keys e1, e2, . . . , en−1, respectively.
In order to send a source state (or a message) s to the
receivers, T must first encrypt s by the use of eT , then
broadcast the resultant ciphertext eT (s), and finally,
each receiver Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) recovers s from the
ciphertext using the secret-key ei. If by any chance a
receiver exposes the decryption key to an unauthorized
user (i.e. an outsider), the sender may identify the
traitorous receiver to whom the decryption key can be
traced. This in fact, is the main property that underlies
the idea of traceability and is exertive in real-time set-
tings. If we say that the source state is at the earliest
or at a “fresh” state of information, then at the time
an unauthorized user has obtained it from the traitor,
the information will no longer be “fresh.”

Though these traceability schemes may seem ap-
propriate for tracing traitors in conference systems, in
fact, most existing schemes are not. Namely, these
schemes are mostly designed for broadcasting for one
designated transmitter and many subscribers, and it is
difficult to determine dynamically, who the sender of
a message is. Note that in generic conference systems,
the sender is dynamically determined only after setting
up the system. In public-key traitor tracing [1], [6], [15],
any entity can encrypt a source state and this method
alone can satisfy the property of a dynamic sender. In
fact, all of the related schemes known to date can sat-
isfy the property of dynamic sender. However, these
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schemes only offer computational security, which is de-
pendent on certain unproven assumptions. There has
never existed a traceability scheme that allows a sender
to be dynamic.

1.2 Our Results

In this paper, we construct a conference system with
an additional property other than traceability; that
is to allow a sender to be dynamic. In the proposed
scheme, the sender will be dynamically determined af-
ter distributing each user’s secret information. Further-
more, our scheme is unconditionally secure. Hence, this
is the first unconditionally secure traceability scheme
with dynamic sender. We will show further that the
memory-size required of each authorized user in our
scheme will be significantly smaller than that required
in the following trivial construction: prepare n inde-
pendent traceability schemes so that each authorized
user plays a role of the sender in at least one of the n
schemes.

Also, we show a modified version of the proposed
traceable encryption scheme that fulfills authenticity as
well. From the properties of the proposed traceable en-
cryption scheme, an authentication scheme for the pro-
posed encryption scheme needs to meet the property of
dynamic sender, multireceiver and unconditional secu-
rity. In addition to that property, secrecy for a trans-
mitted message will be also required. Here, we need
to note that in many authentication schemes, adver-
saries can extract messages to be authenticated from
the authenticator even if the message is encrypted by
an encryption scheme. Therefore, it will not be possi-
ble to simply apply the commonly used authentication
schemes to our proposed traceable encryption scheme.
Generally, unconditionally secure authentication codes
[4], [13] are used for point-to-point authentication. As
an extension to these schemes, multireceiver authentica-
tion codes [3], [5], [9]–[11] have been extensively studied
in the literature. In these schemes, multiple receivers
verify broadcasted messages. And in our paper, we
construct an appropriate authentication scheme for our
proposed traceable encryption scheme by modifying an
existing multireceiver authentication code.

The remaining part of this paper is organized in
the following manner: in Sect. 2, we address a model
of traceable encryption schemes with dynamic sender.
The concept of (n, ω, ε)-traceable encryption scheme
with dynamic sender ((n, ω, ε)-TESDS) is introduced
followed by discussion of details. We also construct
(n, ω, ε)-TESDS by using symmetric polynomials with
two variables over finite fields. In Sect. 3, we show a
modified version of (n, ω, ε)-TESDS which fulfills the
property of authenticity. Finally, in Sect. 4, we close
the paper with some concluding remarks.

2. Traceable Encryption Scheme with Dy-
namic Sender

2.1 The Model

We consider the following model for secure conference
systems: there is a trusted authority, in short TA, a set
of n authorized users denoted by U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un},
and a broadcast channel. In the set-up phase, the
TA distributes a piece of secret information ki to each
authorized user Ui. Authorized user Ui can now en-
crypt the message with his secret information ki, and
is broadcasted to other authorized users. It is then,
decrypted by each authorized user Uj and finally, the
message with his own secret information kj is recov-
ered. Now, let M be a finite set of possible messages,
and assume that there is a probability distribution on
M . Each authorized user can now choose a message
according to this probability distribution. Let K and
C be finite sets of possible secret information and ci-
phertexts, respectively.

Next, we discuss the security of the traitor trace-
able encryption scheme with dynamic sender.

Definition 1: A scheme in the model described above
is called an (n, ω, ε)-traceable encryption scheme with
dynamic sender ((n, ω, ε)-TESDS for short) if the fol-
lowing conditions are satisfied:

(1) No unauthorized user can obtain any information
regarding the message from the ciphertext with-
out using an authenticated user’s secret informa-
tion given by TA.

(2) For every coalition of at most ω authorized but dis-
honest users (traitors), the following holds: sup-
pose that the secret information of the colluders
has been used to construct a pirate key. If the pi-
rate key can decrypt any ciphertext in the system,
then one of the coalition members is identified as
a traitor with a probability greater than ε, where
ε is a security parameter. Namely, there exists an
algorithm A such that: if W is a set of possible
colluders, where |W | ≤ ω, and kp is a pirate key
constructed by W so that kp can decrypt any ci-
phertext in the system, then

Pr(A(kp) = Ui(∈ W )) > ε,

where the probability is taken over all possible kp,
the coin tosses of A if A is probabilistic.

For simplicity, we assume that after the key dis-
tribution phase, only one user can broadcast at most
a single encrypted message (namely, this is a one-time
use scheme). Note that no other users are allowed to
broadcast a message.

As seen in the above model, (n, ω, ε)-TESDS is
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an unconditionally secure encryption scheme within a
group.

2.2 Construction of (n, ω, ε)-TESDS

In this subsection, we construct an (n, ω, ε)-TESDS,
where ε = 1

q , by using a polynomial over the finite field
GF (q).

1) Key generation and distribution by TA:
Let GF (q) be the finite field with q elements. We
assume that for each authorized user Ui, his iden-
tity ui is an element in GF (q). We also assume
that M = GF (q). TA generates a symmetric poly-
nomial with two variables:

f(x, y) =
ω∑

i=0

ω∑
j=0

aijx
iyj

where the coefficients aij(= aji) ∈ GF (q) are uni-
formly taken at random. After that, the TA se-
curely sends f(ui, y) to the authorized user Ui.
The secret information for Ui is f(ui, y).

2) Encryption:
For a message m ∈ M , an authorized user Ui en-
crypts it to c(y) := m + f(ui, y) by his secret in-
formation f(ui, y). Then, the ciphertext is broad-
casted to other authorized users.

3) Decryption:
When an authorized user Uj receives a ciphertext
c(y) from Ui, he decrypts it by using the formula
c(y)|y=uj

− f(uj , y)|y=ui
= m.

Note that our construction described above is simi-
lar to that of [6] by Kurosawa and Desmedt. We can see
that our construction can be considered as an extension
to that of Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme, since our scheme
admits dynamic sender. In other words, after the key
distribution phase, any authorized user can each be a
potential sender.

Discussion on traceability follows. It has been seen
that our construction employs traceability as also de-
scribed in Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme [6]. Here, for
simplicity, in our model of Definition 1 we assume that a
pirate key kp so that it can decrypt any ciphertext con-
tains a secret information ki for some authorized user
Ui when it is exposed. Thus, in the above construc-
tion, we assume that when a user’s secret information
is exposed to some unauthorized users, the exposed key
contains the form (u, f(u, y)), where u is an identity of
some authorized user. Obviously, if the exposed key in-
cludes the form f(ui, uj), we cannot specify which one
of Ui or Uj has exposed the secret information. How-
ever, in this case, unauthorized users can only decrypt
the ciphertext from Ui or Uj . But, here in our setting,
any authorized user can be a potential sender so this
would not matter in the first place. Therefore, the only
things we need to consider is the exposed key, which

has the ability of decrypting the ciphertext sent by any
possible senders.

Furthermore, we need to consider other existing ef-
fective attack methods, which is discussed and can be
read in [14]. In this paper, we do not intend to pursue
the case of all the attack methods, but with the excep-
tion of the exposed keys in the form of (u, f(u, y))†.

We show the following result:

Theorem 1: The construction described in this sub-
section results in an (n, ω, 1

q )-TESDS.

Proof. It is clear that unauthorized users cannot obtain
any information about the message from the cipher-
text without using the secret information given by the
TA. Here, we show that if a pirate key generated by
them can decrypt any ciphertext in the system, then
one of the coalition members is identified with prob-
ability of more than 1

q . Suppose that a coalition of
authorized users {Ui1 , · · · , Uiω

} generates a pirate key
kp with probability of more than 1

q such that kp does
not include (ui1 , f(ui1 , y)), or (ui2 , f(ui2 , y)), or · · ·, or
(uiω

, f(uiω
, y)). Since kp can decrypt any ciphertext in

the system, kp must contain at least (x0, f(x0, y)) for
some x0 /∈ {ui1 , · · · , uiω

}. However, this will be im-
possible, because the maximum degree of x in f(x, y)
is ω and the coalition of authorized users has only
(ui1 , f(ui1 , y)), (ui2 , f(ui2 , y)), · · · , (uiω

, f(uiω
, y)).

The following theorem shows the required memory
size for the above scheme.

Theorem 2: The required memory size for the pro-
posed (n, ω, 1

q )-TESDS is as follows:

|M | = q, (size of a message (or a plaintext))
|K| = qω+1 (size of a user’s secret information),
|C| = qω+1 (size of a ciphertext).

Hence, the above scheme requires each authorized
user to store (ω + 1) log q bits. The length of a cipher-
text is (ω + 1) log q bits. In addition, the above scheme
requires the TA to store (ω+1)(ω+2)

2 log q bits.

2.3 Comparing Memory Sizes

In this subsection, we compare the memory sizes re-
quired in our construction of (n, ω, ε)-TESDS, where
ε = 1

q , with the trivial construction derived from
Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme [6].

With our notations introduced in 2.1, Kurosawa-
Desmedt scheme can be described as follows. The

†If in a situation where this restriction is not reasonable,
then the security of our scheme is unproven as well as the se-
curity of Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme [6]. The method for se-
curely constructing variants in Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme
is also an open problem (cf. [14]).
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Table 1 The required memory sizes of each user’s secret information, in the proposed
(n, ω, 1

q
)-TESDS and trivial construction based on [6], assuming that |q| = 160 bits and

ω is determined appropriately for each n.

n = 100 n = 1, 000 n = 10, 000 n = 100, 000

ω = 20 ω = 100 ω = 500 ω = 1000

Our scheme 0.41Kbyte 1.97Kbyte 9.79Kbyte 19.6Kbyte
Trivial construction 2.34Kbyte 21.5Kbyte 205Kbyte 1970Kbyte

scheme consists of n participants S,U1, U2, . . . , Un−1,
where S is a sender and U1, U2, . . . , Un−1 are receivers,
and the following phases:

1) Key generation and distribution by TA:
Let GF (q) be the finite field with q elements. We
assume that for each authorized receiver Ui, his
identity ui is an element in GF (q). We also assume
that M = GF (q). TA generates a polynomial over
GF (q) with one variable:

f(x) =
ω∑

i=0

aix
i

where the coefficients ai ∈ GF (q) are taken uni-
formly at random. After that, the TA securely
sends f(x) as an encryption key to the authorized
sender S, and for each receiver Ui, f(ui) is sent to
Ui as a decryption key. The secret information for
S is f(x) and that of Ui is f(ui).

2) Encryption:
For a message m ∈ M , the sender S encrypts it to
c(x) := m + f(x) by his secret information f(x).
Then, the ciphertext is broadcasted to other au-
thorized receivers.

3) Decryption:
When an authorized receiver Uj receives a cipher-
text c(x) from S, he decrypts it by using the for-
mula c(x)|x=uj

− f(uj) = m.

For a construction of our model of (n, ω, ε)-TESDS
in which any user can perform encryption and/or de-
cryption, a trivial construction is to use n independent
copies of the above scheme. The trivial construction
then requires the following parameters:

Proposition 1: The trivial construction derived from
Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme for our model of (n, ω, ε)-
TESDS requires:

ε = 1/q
|M | = q

|K| = qω+n

|C| = qω+1

Hence, in the trivial construction each user stores
(n+ω) log2 q bits for his secret information. Comparing
our construction with the trivial construction of mul-
tiple usage of traitor traceability schemes (with non-
dynamic sender) [6], we see that our construction con-
siderably reduces the required memory size for a user’s

secret information (see Table 1). Also, it should be
noted that in the trivial construction, the TA stores
n(n + ω) log q bits, while our construction presented in
2.2 requires the TA to strore only (ω+1)(ω+2)

2 log q bits.
Finally, we note required memory sizes of our con-

struction. It is shown that Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme
is optimal in the model of [6] in terms of memory sizes.
Also our proposed scheme matches the lower bounds
presented in [6]. Therefore, it could be almost said op-
timal in terms of memory sizes. However, since our
model is slightly different from that in [6], the optimal-
ity is not strictly shown by the authors yet. Detailed
analysis on lower bounds of the model is an interesting
open problem.

3. Authentication Scheme for (n, ω, ε)-TESDS

Generally, a conference system requires not only confi-
dentiality, but also integrity. In this section, we show
an authentication scheme for the proposed conference
system. More precisely, we propose a modified ver-
sion of the proposed encryption scheme that fulfills au-
thenticity based on multireceiver authentication codes.
Namely, in this version of the scheme as well as in the
original proposed scheme, at least one traitor will be
detected when a pirate key is confiscated. In addition,
receivers of the transmitted message can remain confi-
dential from the original sender of the message. Fur-
thermore, likewise the original proposed scheme, the
sender of the message is dynamically determined after
distributing each authorized user’s secret information
by the TA.

In order to construct an authentication scheme
for our conference system, multireceiver authentica-
tion codes with dynamic sender (DMRA) [9], [11] are
regarded the most suitable security primitives. In
DMRA, after distributing the secret information to all
authorized users by the TA, any authorized user will
be able to generate the message’s authenticator which
eventually is verified by all other authorized users.

In the following subsections, we propose an au-
thentication scheme for our conference system based
on techniques used in DMRA [9], [11].

3.1 Required Properties

As already mentioned above, traceability and dynamic
sender, are the two desirable properties in constructing
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an authentication scheme for a conference system. In
addition to these properties, secrecy of a message, that
is, confidentiality can also be regarded as one of the de-
sirable requisites. Although the existing DMRAs [9],
[11] may be regarded as appropriate security primitives
for an authentication scheme for a conference system,
a straightforward implementation of DMRAs cannot
guarantee the confidentiality. Namely, in these exist-
ing DMRAs, adversaries can easily obtain the source
state to be authenticated if the authenticator is a cor-
rect one, assuming that they may have secret informa-
tion for message verification for the DMRAs. We need
to note that the properties of DMRAs in [9], [11] will be
sufficient if adversaries does not have secret information
for message verification. Thus, in Sect. 3.2, we estab-
lish a model of authentication codes, called (n, ω, ε)-
ATESDS, that fulfills authenticity and confidentiality,
concurrently with traceability, dynamic sender and un-
conditional security. Then, in Sect. 3.3, we propose a
construction method for the model (n, ω, ε)-ATESDS
by combining the DMRA with (n, ω, ε)-TESDS. A re-
markable property of our proposed scheme is that ad-
versaries cannot obtain any information on the plain-
text unless they have a correct decryption key for the
proposed (n, ω, ε)-TESDS.

In addition, DMRA in [11] is insecure when used
as in [11]†.

3.2 The Model

In our model, there is a TA, n users U = {U1, · · · , Un}
and a broadcast channel. The channel is subjected to
spoofing attack; either a codeword can be inserted into
the channel or a transmitted codeword can be substi-
tuted with a fraudulent one. The attack is directed to-
wards the channel consisting of a sender and a receiver,
{Ui, Uj}, Ui and Uj , respectively. An adversary may
either be an unauthorized user, or equal to or less than
a coalition of ω authorized users. We assume that the
TA is only active during key distribution phase. The
system consists of the following three phases.

1.Key generation and distribution by TA
The TA generates and distributes secret informa-
tion to each authorized user.

2.Broadcast
One authorized users encrypts a message by using
(n, ω, ε)-TESDS, generates the authenticator of the
message, and then broadcasts the messages.

3.Verification
After decrypting the message, every authorized
user verifies authenticity of the broadcasted mes-
sage using their secret information.

For simplicity, we assume that after the key distri-
bution phase, only one authorized user can transmit one
authenticated message at a time (namely, this is a one-
time use scheme). An adversary can perform imperson-

ation or substitution attack by constructing fraudulent
codeword. The attack is considered successful if the re-
ceiver accepts the codeword. In impersonation attack,
an adversary is assumed to not have seen any previous
communication, while in substitution attack, the adver-
sary is assumed to have seen at least one transmitted
codeword.

An Authenticated (n, ω, ε)-TESDS ((n, ω, ε)-
ATESDS) is an authentication code where every t (t ≤
ω) adversaries cannot perform impersonation and/or
substitution attack on any of the other authorized user
pairs with probability of more than ε, and also where no
adversary can obtain the plaintext without using user’s
secret information in (n, ω, ε)-TESDS. When pirated se-
cret information is confiscated, at least one traitor can
be detected.

More formally, we define the security of (n, ω, ε)-
ATESDS as follows:

Definition 2: A scheme described above is called an
authenticated (n, ω, ε)-traceable encryption scheme with
dynamic sender ((n, ω, ε)-ATESDS), where ε is a se-
curity parameter, if in addition to the conditions for
(n, ω, ε)-TESDS (Def. 1) the following conditions are
satisfied:

(1) (impersonation) Any coalition of t authorized users
(t ≤ ω) cannot forge a fraudulent message which
a verifier accepts as authentic with probability of
more than ε.

(2) (substitution) After seeing a pair of valid cipher-
text in (n, ω, ε)- TESDS and its authenticator, any
coalition of t authenticated users (t ≤ ω) cannot
forge a fraudulent ciphertext which a verifier ac-
cepts as authentic with probability of more than ε
(the target ciphertext is not the same as the pair
of valid encrypted message and its authenticator ).

In the sequel, let M and C be a finite set of pos-
sible messages (or plaintexts) and possible ciphertexts,
respectively, as in Sect. 2. Also, let K ′ be the set of
all possible secret information of an authorized user in
(n, ω, 1

q )-ATESDS, and A the set of all possible au-
thenticated messages in (n, ω, ε)-ATESDS, where an
authenticated message is a pair of ciphertext and an
authenticator for the ciphertext. Then, the above two
conditions in Definition 2 are described as follows [9],
[11]:

(1) (impersonation): For any set of colluders W , where
|W | ≤ ω, and any pair of users Ui and Uj with
Ui, Uj 
∈ W ,

max
kW

max
α

Pr(Uj accepts α

as authentic by Ui|kW ) ≤ ε,

†Security analysis on this scheme and its fixation will
appear in our future paper.
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where α runs over A, kW is taken over all possible
secret information shared by W .

(2) (substitution): Formally, in the substitution at-
tack, there are two cases:

(2-1) (message substitution): For any set of collud-
ers W , where |W | ≤ ω, and any pair of users
Ui and Uj with Ui, Uj 
∈ W ,

max
kW

max
α

max
α′

Pr(Uj accepts α′ as authentic

by Ui|kW , α) ≤ ε,

where α is taken over all valid authenticated
messages generated by Ui, α′ runs over A such
that α′ 
= α, kW is taken over all possible
secret information shared by W .

(2-2) (entity substitution): For any set of colluders
W , where |W | ≤ ω, and any 3-tuple of users
Ui,Ui′ (i 
= i′) and Uj with Ui, Ui′ , Uj 
∈ W ,

max
kW

max
α

max
α′

Pr(Uj accepts α′ as authentic

by Ui′ |kW , α) ≤ ε,

where α is taken over all valid authenticated
messages generated by Ui, α′ runs over A, kW

is taken over all possible secret information
shared by W .

3.3 Construction of (n, ω, ε)-ATESDS

In this subsection, we show a construction of (n, ω, ε)-
ATESDS, where ε = 1

q , by using polynomials over the
finite field GF (q).

In order to propose (n, ω, 1
q )-ATESDS, we make

use of the construction method of (n, ω, 1
q )-TESDS pre-

sented in 2.2.

1) Key generation and distribution by TA:
Let GF (q) be the finite field with q elements.
We assume that each authorized user Ui has al-
ready obtained his secret information for (n, ω, 1

q )-
TESDS. The TA generates 2(ω + 1) symmetric
polynomials with two variables:

gl,k(x, y) =
ω+1∑
i=0

ω+1∑
j=0

a
(l,k)
ij xiyj

(l = 0, · · · , ω, k = 1, 2)

where the coefficients a
(l,k)
ij (= a

(l,k)
ji ) ∈ GF (q) are

taken uniformly at random. The TA securely
sends gl,k(ui, y) (l = 0, · · · , ω, k = 1, 2) to Ui.
The secret information of Ui for (n, ω, 1

q )-ATESDS
is the secret information in (n, ω, 1

q )-TESDS and
gl,k(ui, y) (l = 0, · · · , ω, k = 1, 2).

2) Broadcast:
For a message m ∈ M , Ui first encrypts it to c(y)

by (n, ω, 1
q )-TESDS. Letting c(y) be

∑ω
i=0 ciy

i, Ui

generates the authenticator al(y) := g(l,1)(ui, y) +
clg

(l,2)(ui, y) (l = 0, · · · , ω). Afterwards, he broad-
casts c(y) and al(y) (l = 0, · · · , ω).

3) Verification:
On receiving c(y) and al(y) (l = 0, · · · , ω) from
Ui, Uj first decrypts c(y) with the secret infor-
mation in the (n, ω, 1

q )- TESDS. Then, Uj accepts
c(y) and al(y) (l = 0, · · · , ω) as authentic and is
also from Ui if, al(y)|y=uj

= g(l,1)(uj , y)|y=ui
+

clg
(l,2)(uj , y)|y=ui

for all l (l = 0, · · · , ω).

In the above construction, we can see how remark-
able that is to use symmetric functions for generating
each user’s secret information, similarly to how sym-
metric functions are used in the DMRAs in [9], [11].
This facts shows the property of a dynamic sender.

Next, we show the following result:

Theorem 3: The above scheme is an (n, ω, 1
q )-

ATESDS. Therefore, the probability of being a success-
ful attack in impersonation or substitution is at most 1

q ,
and adversaries can obtain no information of m if they
do not have an authorized user’s secret information for
(n, ω, 1

q )- TESDS.

Proof. See Appendix.

The following theorem shows the required memory
size for the above scheme.

Theorem 4: The required memory size for the pro-
posed (n, ω, 1

q )- ATESDS is as follows:

|K ′| = q2ω2+7ω+4

(size of a user’s secret information),

|A| = qω2+4ω+2

(size of an authenticated message).

Hence, the above scheme requires each authorized
user to store (2ω2 + 7ω + 4) log2 q bits. The length
of an authenticated message (a pair of ciphertext and
its authenticator) is (ω2 + 4ω + 2) log2 q bits. In addi-
tion, the proposed (n, ω, 1

q )-ATESDS requires the TA

to store (2ω+7)(ω+1)(ω+2)
2 (= ω3 + 13

2 ω2 + 25
2 ω+7) log2 q

bits.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied a traitor traceable conference
system with dynamic sender. In our scheme, after dis-
tributing each authorized user’s secret information by a
trusted authority, any authorized user can encrypt and
authenticate a message and broadcast it to other autho-
rized users. The broadcast message can be decrypted
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and verified by any authorized users in the system. Our
scheme embodies traceability in that it detects at least
one traitor upon confiscation of a forged key with a
probability great than ε = 1

q , where ε is a security pa-
rameter. Furthermore, our system is unconditionally
secure with respect to a dynamic sender.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 3

First, we show that the proposed (n, ω, 1
q )-ATESDS

provides authenticity. For the c(y), each of cl (l =
0, · · · , ω) is authenticated as follows. Assume that af-
ter seeing a signed message c(y), al(y) (l = 0, · · · , ω)
published by Ui0 , a coalition of authorized U1, · · · , Uω

generate c(y), a′l(y) (l = 0, · · · , ω), such that the
user Ui2 will accept it as a valid signed message of
the user Ui1 , i.e. a′l(y)|y=ui2

= g(l,1)(ui2 , y)|y=ui1
+

clg
(l,2)(ui2 , y)|y=ui0

(l = 0, · · · , ω). Let

g(l,k)(x, y)=x A(l,k) ty (l=0, · · · , ω, k=1, 2),

where

x := (1, x, x2, · · · , xω+1),
y := (1, y, y2, · · · , yω+1),

and A(l,k) (l = 0, · · · , ω, k = 1, 2) are (ω + 2)× (ω + 2)
symmetric matrices over GF (q). Then, the colluders
have (ω + 2) × (ω + 1) matrices D(l) (l = 0, · · · , ω),
where

D(l) := (A(l,1) + clA
(l,2))U,

U :=




1 1 · · · 1
ui0 u1 · · · uω

ui0
2 u1

2 · · · uω
2

...
... · · ·

...
ui0

ω+1 u1
ω+1 · · · uω

ω+1




.

From Lemma 2.1 in [9], there exist q different ma-
trices X such that

D(l) = XU

for each of D(l). This implies that there are q different
values for A(l,1) + clA

(l,2).
In order for the colluders to succeed the attack,

they need to find a a′l(y) 0 ≤ l ≤ ω such that

a′l(ui2) = ui1 (A(l,1) + clA
(l,2)) tui2

where

ui1 := (1, ui1 , ui1
2, · · · , ui1

ω+1),
ui2 := (1, ui2 , ui2

2, · · · , ui2
ω+1).

Letting dl be

dl := ui1 (A(l,1) + clA
(l,2)) tui2 ,

q different matrices for A(l,1) + clA
(l,2) result in q dif-

ferent values for dl. This indicates that the probability
of a success to find a′l(y), such that a′l(ui2) = dl, does
not exceed 1

q , i.e. the probability of a successful substi-
tution is at most 1

q . Similarly, we can prove also that
the probability of a successful impersonation is at most
1
q .

We further show that any unauthorized users can-
not obtain any information of the plaintext from an
authenticator unless they have a user’s secret informa-
tion in (n, ω, 1

q )-TESDS. Suppose that advasaries want
to obtain information on the plaintext m from the au-
thenticator al(y) (l = 0, · · · , ω). Even if they have the
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additional secret information for (n, ω, 1
q )-ATESDS for

authentication, the only information they can obtain
will be of the ciphertext c(y). Therefore, the adversaries
cannot obtain any information of the plaintext without
the use of user’s secret information in (n, ω, 1

q )-TESDS.
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